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HI,

Last week I exclaimed the apocalypse in Bahamas. Well just a few days ago I saw

another, via a documentary movie at the Toronto International Film Festival. This one

was about the continued, relentless and horrific bombardment of Ghouta, a suburb

of  Damascus, by its own government and their Russian collaborators. Unbelievable

destruction. Produced by Danish Documentary and National Geographic “The Cave”

by Feras Fayyad follows an unbelievably brave Dr Amani, as she directs an

underground hospital and treats the wounded, together with her equally brave team,

both below and above ground. They daily risked their lives to save the lives of others,

including many children, from the repeated bombings and even a chlorine attack, as

recently as last year, all larger than life on the screen in front of the packed

theatre.  To say the least, after this morning experience, I was numbed once again

though motivated to share it with you. 

I walked out of the cinema remembering a line from the beginning of the movie as Dr

Amani exclaims, "Is God watching?" How haunting (as below) and relevant to all our

current battles, several of which are presented to you in today's  Planetary Health

Weekly (#38 of 2019). 

This week's stories include topics of climate change, more rainforests burning, travel

sustainability, sugar drinks, Indigenous leadership, energy investments, cities losing

trees,  a new book "Man of the Trees", engaging students, a canon for global

health and more...Please take a look below for inspiration of greatness and weakness

in our struggle. 

Best, david

David Zakus, Editor and Publisher

http://pdf.mailerlite.com/removessl_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f763261306531
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"Haunting"

Whitefish Lake, Ontario

September 15, 2019 

Fact-Checking Isn't Enough To Change
Beliefs About Climate Change

Mitigation
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More than a quarter of Canadians don't believe climate change is real and human-

caused, and fact-checking is unlikely to change their minds about what needs to be

done to combat it. The findings come from a new report by the Digital Democracy

Project. The report also found a sharp partisan divide in support for climate science

— nearly half (45 per cent) of Conservative supporters were classified as climate

skeptics, compared to 22 per cent of Liberal supporters and 16 per cent of NDP

supporters.

"People bring to any kind of information that is being presented to them by

supposedly objective experts — whether it's journalists or professors doing a survey

— any number, any amount, of doubts and an ability to rehearse arguments against

their side or in favour of their side," said Peter Loewen, a political science professor at

the University of Toronto who led the study’s survey analysis team.

This finding is consistent with previous research, which indicates that improving

scientific literacy about specific issues is not a sufficient strategy for changing deeply-

held beliefs about those issues. This research has shown that people don't usually

form opinions and beliefs based only on facts — so facts alone are rarely enough to

change our minds. Read More at National Observer

 UN Security Council Adopts Resolution
On Protection Of Disabled People In

Armed Conflict 
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The Security Council just adopted a resolution on the protection of civilians in armed

conflict, including those with disabilities. Resolution 2475 won unanimous support of

the 15-member council. It urges all parties to armed conflict to take measures to

protect civilians, including those with disabilities, and to prevent violence and abuses

against civilians in situations of armed conflict.

It emphasizes the need for states to end impunity for criminal acts against civilians,

including those with disabilities, and to ensure that such persons have access to

justice and effective remedies and, as appropriate, reparation. It urges member states

to take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination and marginalization of

persons on the basis of disability in situations of armed conflict. The resolution

underlines the benefit of providing assistance to civilians with disabilities affected by

armed conflict, including reintegration, rehabilitation and psychosocial support, to

ensure that their specific needs are effectively addressed, in particular, those of

women and children with disabilities.

It encourages member states to take appropriate measures to ensure that persons

with disabilities have access on an equal basis with others to basic services provided

in the context of armed conflict, including education, health care services,

transportation and information and communication technologies and systems. Read

More at Xinhauanet

Prince Harry Announces Massive Travel
Sustainability Project

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-06/20/c_138159635.htm?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
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The eco-minded Prince Harry is embarking on a massive travel sustainability initiative

in partnership with key travel providers. They aim to improve the practices of the

global industry amid an ever-increasing number of travellers. The long-term initiative

is focused on tacking the travel industry's impact on climate change, improving

wildlife conservation, and protecting the environment in top tourist spots around the

world. It aims to increase the amount of tourism dollars that go to local communities

and find answers to over-tourism. Bryan Dove, chief executive for Skyscanner, said

the travel industry has an obligation "to preserve our world for future generations to

explore and enjoy — but to do this we need to act now, as change won't happen

overnight." Consumers are hungry for change, with 71% of global travellers telling

Booking.com they think travel companies should offer more sustainable travel

choices, and 68% saying it was important that their travel dollars support local

communities. Read More at National Observer

The Politics Of Starving Orcas: Why
Human Folly Is Killing Off An

Endangered Population

https://www.nationalobserver.com/2019/09/03/news/prince-harry-announces-massive-travel-sustainability-project?utm_source=National+Observer&utm_campaign=5dff98716e-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_09_03_11_26&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_cacd0f141f-5dff98716e-276985953
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The mood around San Juan Island, Washington State in NW USA has been decidedly

cheerier the past couple of weeks: The Residents are back. By “Residents,” everyone

here means the Southern Resident killer whales, the salmon-eating orcas whose

population (now down to 73) has been on the endangered species list since 2005, and

who generally return to these inland waters in the summertime. It would be possible,

in reality, to recover these populations if the government devoted the right resources

and developed an effective plan of attack. What have been taken instead, however,

are federal and state half-measures that have added up to a failed salmon-recovery

program, especially on the Columbia River, which historically has produced the lion’s

share of salmon along the Pacific Coast. The region’s politicians, critics point out, have

long known what to do. They’ve just lacked the courage to do it. Read More at Dialy

Kos

The World's Second-Biggest Rainforest
Could Also Go Up In Flames

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2019/8/31/1882172/-The-politics-of-starving-orcas-Why-human-folly-is-killing-off-an-endangered-population?detail=emaildksp&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
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The Congo Basin Forest could be the next tropical rainforest to go up in flames,

according to the New York Times. Brush fires across mostly empty landscapes in

Central and Southern Africa have edged unsettlingly close to the rainforest, which

spans six countries. The fires threaten to overtake the vast expanse of trees unless

interventions are made. "The scale and severity of the fires that are currently burning

in Brazil, and elsewhere — including the Democratic Republic of the Congo,

Indonesia, Angola, Peru, and Bolivia — is frightening," said Mark Gruin, CEO of the

Rainforest Trust. "Fuelled by an increasingly unstable climate and the relentless

clearing of forests, this devastation is often driven by politics, misinformation or the

pursuit of short-term economic gain. These tragic blazes call us all to action."  Read

More at Global Citizen

Thaidene Nëne – Land Of The Ancestors
Protected Area Established!

https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/congo-basin-forest-fire/?utm_source=Iterable&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=US_Aug_29_2019_content_digest&utm_term=2019-09-19
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Sharing news for the shores of Great Slave Lake, Northwest Territories, northern

Canada. For over a decade, Canadian Parks And Wilderness Society (CPAWS) has

collaborated with partners in support of the Łutsël K’é Dene First Nation’s vision to

establish Thaidene Nëné Protected Area, some 23,000 km sq. “We are excited about

the announcement formally establishing Thaidene Nëné – the Land of the Ancestors,”

says Alison Ronson, CPAWS Interim National Executive Director. “CPAWS has worked

for many years with the Łutsël K’é Dene First Nation on protecting this important part

of the Northwest Territories and we’d like to offer our congratulations to them, as well

as to Parks Canada and the Government of the Northwest Territories, on this

occasion.” Thaidene Nëné has pristine ecosystems including lakes, rivers, tundra and

boreal forest, which provide habitat for caribou, bear, moose, muskoxen, wolves and

fish. These ecosystems sustain the culture and livelihood of the Łutsël K’é Dene First

Nation and other Northern communities.  Read More at Canadian Parks And

Wilderness Society (CPAWS)

A Canon For Global Health

https://cpaws.org/thaidene-nene-nwt-has-been-established-as-a-protected-area/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
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by Richard Horton, Editor-in-Chief of The Lancet

If you were asked to construct a canon of writing in global health, what would you

include?  As important as new scientific discoveries are, don’t begin with research

articles. Instead, books offer possibilities for radical re-seeing. They can dismantle and

reconstruct our values to enable us to judge and act more wisely.  You may have your

own personal canon. That canon—books, to be sure, but  also  perhaps music, film,

poetry, art—may have shaped your life and the choices you have made.

Perhaps Frantz Fanon, a psychiatrist who studied and participated in the Algerian

revolution, and who underlined the continuing   importance of colonialism to    global

health—histories of “colonized people...whose local cultural originality has been

committed to the grave”. Arundhati Roy writes that, in global health we may

frequently lose the fight for justice. But “we must make ourselves visible, even when

we lose”. Roy has constructed a surprising and compelling contribution to the canon

of global health.  Resistance is nothing less than “the grace of rage”.  It is about

“fighting for a philosophy...a worldview”. Resistance is also about stories. Stories that

are different from the ones we’re being brainwashed to believe.”  Read More at The

Lancet

Indonesian Forests Are Burning, And
Malaysia And Singapore Are Choking On

The Fumes

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0140673619320847?via%3Dihub&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
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Malaysian authorities distributed half a million face masks to residents last week after

large-scale forest fires in Indonesia spread smoke and thick smog to neighbouring

countries. Intense forest fires have raged across the Indonesian regions of Sumatra

and Kalimantan in recent weeks. More than 930,000 hectares (about 2.3 million acres)

of land have been burned, hundreds of residents evacuated, and more than 9,000

personnel have been deployed to battle the flames, according to CNN Indonesia. In

the last 24 hours, 11 of Malaysia's 16 states and territories have recorded pollution

levels in the "unhealthy" range. Rompin district in Pahang recorded the highest level,

tipping into a "very unhealthy" peak. The particles in the pollution caused by the

burning can increase the risk of cardiovascular and respiratory diseases and

cancer. Read More at CNN

OPINION

Could Rich People Be The Answer To
The Climate Crisis?

https://www.cnn.com/2019/09/11/asia/malaysia-singapore-pollution-intl-hnk/index.html?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
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Oxfam has estimated that the average carbon footprint of someone in the world's

richest 1% could be 175 times that of someone in the poorest 10%. Actor Leonardo

DiCaprio is one of thousands of investors who have pledged to divest from fossil

fuels. Studies also show that the poor suffer the most from climate change. But some

argue that the wealthy can do the most to help fix the climate crisis. Here's how they

could make a difference:

1. Spend wisely

2. Divestment

3. Wealth means power

4. Fund climate research

5. Role models

Read More at CNN

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY

Soft Drinks, Including Sugar-Free,
Linked To Increased Risk Of Early Death

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/12/health/rich-people-climate-change-intl/index.html?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
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While experts say the study cannot prove soft drinks are a driver of an increased risk

of death, they say the new study – which is the largest of its kind – supports recent

public health efforts to reduce consumption of soft drinks, such as sugar taxes. “Our

results for sugar-sweetened soft drinks provide further support to limit consumption

and to replace them with other healthier beverages, preferably water,” said Dr Neil

Murphy, a co-author of the research from the International Agency for Research on

Cancer, part of the World Health Organization. Writing in the journal JAMA Internal

Medicine, Murphy and colleagues report how they analyzed data from more than

450,000 people, 70% of whom were women, across 10 European countries including

the UK. Participants had an average age of just over 50, and those with health

conditions such as cancer, heart disease or diabetes at the outset were not included

in the analysis. She added that the study reinforced the need to increase the

availability of the best alternative: water. “We need to make it easy for people to

choose the healthier option,” said Amelia Lake,  professor of public health nutrition at

Teesside University, UK.  Read More at The Guardian

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

Access To Power: Indigenous
Representation In Politics

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/sep/03/soft-drinks-including-sugar-free-linked-to-increased-risk-of-death?utm_term=RWRpdG9yaWFsX0xhYk5vdGVzLTE5MDkwNg%3D%3D&utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=LabNotes&CMP=labnotes_email
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From 2018 to 2019, the Broadbent Institute, a prominent Canadian think tank,

convened Indigenous leaders, thinkers and activists in three unique conversations

about what power means for Indigenous peoples in the current social and political

landscape in Canada. Each conversation took on its own perspective and narrative

based on the time, place and people involved, and yet many themes ran through all

three: the deep and continuing damage of colonization; the growing disappointment

in the lack of effort to make Reconciliation real; and the strength of Indigenous

communities that are building power in old and new ways. Read More at Broadbent

Institute

See Also: Amazon wildfires part of 'genocide' facing Brazil's Indigenuous peoples at

CBC.ca.

https://www.broadbentinstitute.ca/access_to_power_indigenous_representation_in_politics?utm_campaign=sep4_ols_ab&utm_medium=email&utm_source=broadbent&utm_term=2019-09-19
https://www.cbc.ca/news/indigenous/amazon-brazil-wildfires-indigenous-rights-1.5258075?cmp=rss&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
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Quote Of The Week

Credit:

“We already have all the facts and solutions.
All we have to do is wake up and change.”

- Greta Thunberg

Upcoming Events

October 7th - 11th: Climate Change and the Role of Nuclear Power (Vienna,

Austria)

October 15th - 18th: Global Symposium of Citizenship, Governance and

Accountability in Health (New Delhi, India)

October 17th - 9th Indigenizing Public Health Symposium 2019: Indigenous

Food Security and Sovereignty (Toronto, Canada)

November 4th -5th: International Conference on Global Healthcare (Tokyo,

Japan)

https://www.iaea.org/atoms4climate?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
http://www.copasahglobalsymposium2019.net/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
http://www.dlsph.utoronto.ca/event/9th-indigenizing-public-health-symposium-2019-indigenous-food-security-and-sovereignty/?mc_cid=bb66bcdb5d&mc_eid=ba425c2473&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
https://globalhealthcare.pulsusconference.com/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19


November 7th - 8th: Global Experts Meeting on Healthcare and

Nursing (Melbourne, Australia)

November 7th - 8th: Global Summit on Healthcare and Nutrition (Melbourne,

Australia)

November 13th - 14th: World Congress on Mental Health (London, UK)

November 22nd -24th: 2nd International Symposium on Community Health

Workers (Dhaka, Bangladesh)

February 19th - 20th, 2020: 2nd World Congress on Primary Healthcare and

Medicare Summit (Paris, France)

April 6th -7th, 2020: 17th World Congress on Paediatrics and

Neonatology (Tokyo, Japan)

April 18th -20th, 2020: CUGH Conference 2020: Global Health in a Time of

Worldwide Political Change (Washington, D.C., USA)

April 24th - 26th, 2020: PEGASUS IV Migration - Climate Change - Sustainable

Development (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada)

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA

United Nations Climate Reports

http://healthcare-nursing.pulsusconference.com/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
http://healthcare-nutrition.pulsusconference.com/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
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Here you can access recent key UN reports on climate action, climate economics, and

on issues that highlight climate impacts and solutions:

1. UN Climate Change (UNCC) | Climate Action and Support Trends (2019)

2. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)UNEP | Global Environment

Outlook (2019)

3. UN Environment Programme (UNEP) | Global Environment Outlook (2019)

4. World Meteorological Organization (WMO) | State of the Global Climate in 2018

5. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)| Climate Report 2018

6. WMO | Greenhouse Gas Bulletin (2018)

7. UN Environment | Emissions Gap Report (2018)

8. The New Climate Economy (2018)

Read More at United Nations

https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/reports.shtml?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19


FYI #2

Why U.S. Energy Investors Are
Experiencing A Crisis Of Faith

Credit: Joe Readle/Getty Images

Investments in oil and gas are tanking amid the U.S.-China trade war, tensions with

Iran and concerns over the future of fossil fuels. Oil prices might be more than double

the levels of 2016, when they sank below $30 a barrel, but the U.S. exploration and

production (E&P) sector, as measured by an index tracked by S&P Dow Jones, is

trading at a 15-year low. The reasons for investor apathy are multiple, from long-term

fears about the future of the fossil fuel industry to short-term concerns about the

new breed of shale-focused drillers’ ability to generate cash. Many investors also

refuse to touch even high-growth oil producers because of their perceived failure to

fully embrace stricter environmental, social and governance (ESG) standards. Stewart

Glickman, energy equity analyst at CFRA Research describes the sector, in general, as

“dancing between the raindrops.”  Some analysts are starting to think that the current

environment — low share prices and bleak sentiment — could well be the new

normal. “The market is just not responding [to oil price increases] how it used to,”

says Sanzillo. 

http://%20http//www.ipsnews.net/2019/08/really-take-plant-trillion-trees/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19


Read More at OZY

FYI #3

DFAT Awards Its First Indigenous-Led
Aid Contract

Credit: Ninti One

Ninti One has become the first Indigenous-owned and operated supplier to be a lead

contractor supporting the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade on an

aid project based outside of Australia. “It’s a step up for us, there is no question …

Aboriginal people are a proud part of the aid program — it gives them a feeling of

pride that they are part of what is seen as prestigious work.”— Rod Reeve, managing

director, Ninti One. DFAT’s Indigenous procurement policy is encouraging greater

engagement between larger development contractors and Indigenous businesses.

For Ninti there is the advantage that there is a lot of interest coming back the other

https://www.ozy.com/fast-forward/why-us-energy-investors-are-experiencing-a-crisis-of-faith/96465?utm_term=OZY&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=DD_2019_09_01&utm_content=Final


way, with international development contractors looking at opportunities through

programs supporting advancements of Indigenous Australians — a “quid pro quo”

Reeve said with more opportunities to employ and develop Indigenous professionals. 

Read More at Devex

FYI #4

U.S. Cities Are Losing 36 Million Trees
A Year. Here's Why It Matters And

How You Can Stop It

Credit: Pixabay
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Tree cover in US cities is shrinking. A study published last year by the US Forest

Service found that 36 million trees were lost annually from urban and rural

communities over a five-year period. That's a 1% drop from 2009 to 2014.

If we continue on this path, "cities will become warmer, more polluted and generally

unhealthier for inhabitants," said David Nowak, a senior US Forest Service scientist

and co-author of the study. Nowak lists 10 benefits trees provide to society:

1. Heat reduction

2. Air pollution reduction

3. Energy emissions reduction

4. Water quality improvement

5. Flooding reduction

6. Noise reduction

7. Protection from UV radiation

8. Improved aesthetics

9. Improved human health

10. Wildlife habitat

See Also: Why New York is buillding a wall along Staten Island on

CNN.com  and Another summer of flooding should be a wake-up call to redesign our

communities on Brooking.edu

Read More at CNN

FYI #5: SUMMER READING

Man Of The Trees: Richard St. Barbe
Baker, The First Global

Conservationist - by Paul Hanley

https://www.cnn.com/style/article/staten-island-seawall-climate-crisis-design/index.html?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2019/09/03/another-summer-of-flooding-should-be-a-wake-up-call-to-redesign-our-communities/?utm_campaign=Brookings%20Brief&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=76404913&utm_term=2019-09-19
https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/20/health/iyw-cities-losing-36-million-trees-how-to-help-trnd/index.html?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_5_number_38_september_19_2019&utm_term=2019-09-19
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Richard St. Barbe Baker was an inspirational visionary and pioneering

environmentalist who is credited with saving and planting billions of trees. He saved



lives, too, through his ceaseless global campaign to raise the alarm about

deforestation and desertification and by finding effective, culturally sensitive ways for

people to contribute to a more peaceful and greener world. He was also an

Edwardian eccentric whose obsession with trees caused him to neglect his family; the

devout son of an evangelical preacher who became a New Age hero; an unapologetic

colonial officer fired for defending indigenous Africans; a forester who rarely had a

steady income; a failed entrepreneur and inventor; a proud soldier and peace activist;

and a brilliant writer, speaker, and raconteur who made wild claims about the

effectiveness of his conservation efforts. His encounters with historical figures like

FDR, Nehru and George Bernard Shaw are eye-popping, as were his

accomplishments.
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Many factors can influence how engaged students are in the classroom—how in-class

discussions flow and are managed, an instructor’s teaching style, or the content of the

day’s chosen course materials. Let’s explore these four activities in more detail:

Technique #1: Experience Through Role Play

Technique #2: Take a Vote

Technique #3: Engage in Buzz Groups

Technique #4: Bring in Class Guests

These tried-and-true approaches—role plays, votes and polls, buzz groups and class

guests—can help bring even the most apprehensive students into the conversation to

further student learning, increase retention and improve critical thinking skills.

Read more at Harvard Business Publishing
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A Mushroom Appears Within a Few Hours

As surely as change must come, too, to our lives, to our world...
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